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EDUCATION

2008 – 2011  Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts and Design, The Netherlands, BA Fashion Design

languages  German (native), English (fluent), French (A2-B1), Dutch (advanced)

SKILLS   Research/moodboards, draping, sewing, pattern cutting, sketching, fashion illustration, 
   technical drawings, Adobe Photoshop/ In Design/ Illustrator

PROFILE  The freedom of creating new definitions of already existing garments is the process I  
   am passionate about. 
   I am interested in silhouettes, exploring a garment and changing the way it is with a  
   subtle signature.
   During my time at the Academy, I especially developed the ambition for pattern cutting  
   and the toiling process. Working at J.JS LEE showed me that I strongly want to be a  
   part of a team to work together on the development of ideas and garments. 
   The strongest inspirational influences for me are observing the people and 
   environment around me, conceptual art, words and experimenting with garments.
   In the future, I am aiming to get more specific work experience and to always learn and  
   expand my boundaries.

WORK EXPERIENCE

since Nov. 2015 Design Assistant at J.JS LEE
   - Design: research, draping, sketching, pattern cutting, sewing toiles, 
     developing the moodboard in a team
   - developing finishes and trimmings
   - fitting assistant
   - responsibility for technical drawings and updating after fittings
   - Illustrator: developing artworks for embroidery
   - dealing and communicating with companies for embroidery, print ...



   - InDesign: Layout for Lookbook, fitting sheets, documents ...
   - grading patterns for Production (trousers, skirts, tops)
   - in-house Production: grading patterns (trousers, skirts, tops), fabric cutting, 
     communicating with machinists
   - Showroom in Paris
   - responsibility for sample requests from press
   - responsibility for LondonFashionWeekend (pop-up shop/catwalk)
   - interviewing interns
  

06/2015  Participant of the MAFAD graduation show at Fashionclash

07/2014 - 
02/2015  Studio Intern at J.JS LEE         
   Developing patterns, sewing toiles, Research, drawing the SS-15 collection with   
   Illustrator, hand sewing, cutting fabrics, London Fashion Week Backstage   
   SS-15 and AW-15

06/2014  Participant of the About 11 show at Fashionclash

07/2012   Dresser at Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Berlin

07/2011 - 
08/2011  Design Internship at Falke KGaA


